Year 6

Home Learning Weekly Plan
Week Beginning : Monday 22nd February 2021

Hello Year 6. I hope that you have enjoyed a well-earned break and feel ready to embrace this term’s learning. Please continue to work
diligently and regularly in your books and, if possible, to continue uploading your work to Seesaw. We have a focus this term on algebra, which
I am sure that we will enjoy as this will present a new challenge for us. Mrs Matthews

Monday 22nd February at 1.15pm
The function of different organs
within the human body

Tuesday

Monday

DAY

MATHEMATICS TASK
Today’s lesson is all about following a rule
using function machines.
Complete the worksheet ‘Find a Rule – One Step’
Follow the patterns in the worksheet below and
uncover the missing number: Y6Wk7Mon –
Patterns.
Try to come up with your own function machine
using different operations.

Today’s lesson is all about function machines in
two steps.
Using your Arithmetic skills, fill in the following
function boxes:
Y6Wk7Tue – FunctionInOutPractice
Now complete the following activity:
Find a Rule – Two Step

Wednesday 24th February
at 11.00am
Writing a Persuasive letter

Friday 26th February at 9.30am
Algebra and
School subjects in French.

ENGLISH TASK
Complete this week’s spelling sheet.
Make up an interesting sentence, which includes each
new word.
Here are the spellings for Mrs Petrie’s group
Y6Wk7Mon–MrsPetrieSpellings
Now let’s revisit how to correctly form the plurals of
words in the following activity:
Y6Wk7Mon-Plurals

In today’s lesson we are going to analyse the synopsis
of some books around a WW2 theme, suitable for
reading to a Year 6 class.
Look at each book carefully and fill in the associated
grid;
Y6Wk7Tue-WW2TextsForConsideration
Y6Wk7Tue-EvaluatingTheBooksGrid

To access your
ZOOM meeting details,
click on this picture
OTHER SUBJECT TASKS

Today and tomorrow in Science we are going to
recap on the functions of the different organs
within the body.
Read the following information and complete the
grid from the information given.
Y6Wk7Mon – OrgansOfTheBodyReference
Y6Wk7Mon - ScienceGrid
Now let’s complete the following reading and
matching activity, which challenges you to think
about the specific function of each organ:
Y6Wk7Tue - OrgansOfTheBodyLabelling
Now check your work against the answers given:
Y6Wk7Tue - OrgansOfTheBodyAnswers

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

DAY

MATHEMATICS

Today’s lesson, using algebra, is about
substituting letters for numbers
The letters a b c and d in the sheet below have
been given a value. Can you solve them?
Y6Wk7Wed – SubstitutionAlgebra
Now try this challenge. Start at d = 6
Y6Wk7Wed - AlphabetAlgebra

Today’s lesson is all about combining our
Arithmetic and algebra skills
Y6Wk7Thu - AlgebraArithmetic

ENGLISH TASKS FOR THIS WEEK
In today and tomorrow’s lesson, you are going to
choose one of the six above texts and write a
persuasive letter to me.

OTHER SUBJECT TASKS
Today in History we are going to find out
about how rationing worked during the
second world war.
Read pages 34 -40 of the Curriculum Visions
book World War2

Your purpose for writing is to convince me, in
around 300 words, that I should read your book
choice to the class. You may want to read around
and find other reviews for your choice before
writing it.

Now answer the following questions:
Y6Wk7Wed - UnderstandingRationing

The book with the most votes will be the class
reader, when we are together again as a class.

Today in RE we are going to explore the
teachings of Jesus in a parable he told to
his followers.

Write the letter as a draft on Wednesday and edit it.
On Thursday, edit it and improve it and copy it up
in ‘best’.

Read the following parable and its modern
day interpretation and answer the questions.
Y6Wk7Thu - ParableOfTheSower

Please do not start it until we have discussed the
criteria during Wednesday’s Zoom call.

Today’s lesson is about consolidating the
substitution of letters for numbers in a
reasoning and problem –solving context.
Y6Wk7Fri-AlgebraPractice
Y6Wk7Fri-AlgebraPractice2

Complete the comprehension below:
Y6Wk7Fri – Camouflage(Comprehension Text)
Y6Wk7Fri – Camouflage(Answer Booklet)
Please fill in the spelling activity sheets.
Mrs Petrie’s group: LCWC
All work for today is in your work packs.

Please continue to have a whiteboard and/or pen and paper to hand during the Zoom calls.

Today in French, we are going to learn the
school subjects:
Y6Wk7Fri – LesMatieres
Now put these words in one of the four
columns:
J’adore
I love
J’aime
I like
Comme ci comme ca
So - so
Je n’aime pas
I dislike

